
03070: "Songs heard still while at my parents' seaside place in lignano hearing a 

piano bar playing in a hotel and eventually going there to later also taking small 

trips by car with the rain and listening a bit to the radio but particularly to 

august singing for me nice swedish songs making me quite nostalgic and at last 

listening to the radio on the care traveling with myrthe first to ravenna and then 

to mantua hearing nice programs about old rock bands and asking her to annotate 

the songs for me or simply memorizing them while driving and she was asleep but 

also hearing the love songs she would sing for me"

17046: "in stockholm looking for a job with the winter setting in but being quite 

disciplined going running down to the lake and probably seeing clouds then and 

annotating them on the back of the piece of cardboard where i annotate my speed 

but  also  taking  there  small  walks  with  august  making  him  stay  home  from 

kindergarten and visiting a small farm and probably being inspired by it imaging 

several animals but also dragons and robots together with women at times naked"

02126: "a month of dreaming still characterized by the sea side experience with 

some  water  related  dreams  and  later  affected  by  my  new  smart  phone  but 

particularly also with my attempt to use a mnemonic technique to structure my 

thesis by using by grandmother's family villa which affected also my dreams and 

later  in  sweden  being  also  affected  by  commuting  on  the  train  and  by  using 

facebook getting reminded of some old classmates particularly in preparation of a 

wedding and lastly also getting dreams quite affected by my attempt to buy an 

agricultural property by a lake in the alps"

16068: "a month spent to begin with in sweden with relatively sunny weather but a 

bit cold despite feeling quite warm in the sun and even taking a bath in the ocean 

while going on an excursion with the new exchange students from my university and 

finding a rather amazing weather at last staying with august at his mother's place 

before going to italy taking nice walk also on the hills without shirt and feeling 

very hot while in milan with myrthe but also experiencing a quite powerful storm 

walking back to my mother's place at night and at last coming back to sweden with 

a bit of a grayish weather culminating in a nice sunny sunday spent with august 

walking along a lake in the small village of gnesta"

05067: "quite some walking this month feeling to take a break from the much 

seating and writing and taking august to a station in the north of the city by his 

mother's house and walking along way from there back in the city despite the 

weather  and  also  walking  several  time  north  of  the  city  to  put  up  a  small 

exhibition with my t-shirts as well as walking with august back in södertälje  to 

at last going down to italy for francesco's wedding and doing some walking there 

with myrthe following a bit of the pilgrimage route to the saint anthony church 

and walking quite much in my parents' city of vicenza as well as during a day in 

milan with myrthe at last walking through the entire city to finally take a very 

nice and quite long walk on the hills in the sun and surrounded by beautiful views 

despite the fog"



18064:  "wind  experienced  mostly  in  sweden  while  walking  to  install  a  small 

exhibition and generally not feeling any strong wind but up at my university 

particularly on one occasion doing quidong outside and otherwise experiencing very 

light wind also in italy walking quite allot but feeling very little"

13092: "walking quite a bit in stockholm with my new camera now easily making 

a lot of films of public spaces with a broader view than my previous type of 

camera and thus also having to pay attention not to film the people right around 

me but also achieving a deeper vanishing point and now filming also natural spaces 

while taking a long walk back to the city and during nice sunny days to then go to 

italy and film quite allot there in my parents city of vicenza but also visiting 

padua with myrthe and particularly exploring intensively milan feeling also quite 

happy about the white balance and distant objects which where not well captured 

with the previous kind of camera"

13093:  "filming  still  in  italy  to  begin  with  in  milan  but  also  up  on  the 

beautiful hills to then also film a bit back in sweden particularly during a nice 

sunny  day  with  august  in  the  small  city  of  gnesta  and  later  going  to  the 

netherlands  and  filming  quite  intensively  there  prior  visiting  also  gent  in 

belgium but being a bit unable to film because of myrthe's father guiding us and 

at last going to the most beautiful iseo lake in search for a land to buy and 

there filming both from the montisola island and from the surroundings with the 

sun being nicely captured by my new smart phone camera despite the fact that now i 

can no longer automatically join the movie clips"

10063: "nice people met mostly at a conference in berlin and mostly curator art 

students from london like a nice italian girl together with her danish and indian 

colleague  and  another  italian  girl  with  whom  we  had  an  argument  during  a 

discussion as well as some nice guys like one from prague who used to go around 

with a big paper archive and a german student studying theater but also a quite 

famous  chinese  artist  making  calligraphy  on  bodies  and  a  swedish  philosopher 

studying with me with whom i hanged out during these days"

12063: "a month with several casualties caused by natural calamities particularly 

in asia with allot of rain but even a volcano explosion but never really causing 

too many casualties like bombing in the middle east and also in africa where 

numerous have died even though the news come very hidden on the website where i 

look for them and then also killing in central and south america"

04057: "a good month after the rainy summer enjoying the summerish autumn going to 

italy  and  opening  up  with  francesco's  wedding  and  some  beautiful  walks 

particularly on the hills of vicenza to then don't really liking the traveling by 

plane but anyway having a fantastic time with august walking by a lake and getting 

very happy together followed by my trip to the netherlands trying to keep writing 

and training but getting a bit in a bad mood particularly with the occasional bad



weather and at last getting more happy while traveling to belgium with myrthe's 

father and also thinking about my new land in italy and in fact getting allot of 

energy being at the iseo lake exploring it and seeking for a land meeting friendly 

folk and feeling really good but not of my trip back to sweden with the rain and 

gray weather awaiting me there but also a very nice august with who i spent a very 

happy  weekend  going  down  to  the  antrophosophic  center  and  also  playing  in 

playgrounds in stockholm"

01129: "a month with allot of traveling to italy to begin with photographing 

allot of keys and remote controls to enter my parents' fortress and later coming 

back to sweden and writing and thus really using many objects also as well as when 

traveling to the netherlands and later going back to italy to check a land to buy 

at the iseo lake and still using quite allot my smart phone till at last coming 

back to sweden and waking up very early every morning and in the complete darkness 

doing mostly computer work but also at last purchasing a van to fulfill my italian 

land plan"

15057: "a quite polluted month particularly in italy walking both in my parents' 

city of vicenza as well as in bigger cities like padua and milan to finally get 

back to sweden and also there experiencing allot of traffic walking to get some t-

shirts back from an exhibition and at last going to the netherlands and traveling 

to belgium with myrthe's father finding quite some pollution there particularly in 

the city of utrecht and only finding fresh air back in italy searching for a land 

to buy in the iseo lake but even then breathing allot of traffic walking along the 

lake road without a sidewalk and in the city of brescia but also a bit coming back 

to sweden from the factories nearby my apartment"

08050: "a fable inspired by the fruit gnats i had at the end of the summer in my 

kitchen and also obviously quite inspired by the classic fable of the food in the 

tree but then also related to my experience of wasps in the swedish beaches and 

the experience of a concert i went to in the netherlands till at last getting 

quite  inspired  by  the  reading  of  one  of  marco  aurelio's  thought  about  the 

intellect being like a ray of light and relating thus to the pantheon"

05068: "a month of intense walking aside form back problems started in my trip to 

the netherlands where i walked both alone and with myrthe in utrecht but also went 

with her father and girlfriend to gent mostly following them around and at last 

also walking a bit in breda prior going to italy and exploring the east side of 

the iseo lake looking for a land to buy and making long stretches also from sale 

marasino where i stayed and sulzano where the agent was walking both an ancient 

roman road on the hills and the trafficked road by the water to at last come back 

to sweden and take small nice walks with august particularly in the atroposophic 

center of jarna and at last taking a long walk alone in gothenburg but also with 

myrthe walking particularly close to the nice area of jarntorget prior going back 

to stockholm where i bought a van to sleep and work on my italian land but that i 

also plan to use to explore the surrounding and drive to august without having to



walk too much through the city"

17047: "clouds recorded mostly while living in the stockholm suburb taking care of 

my kid and of myself going running by the lake and observing clouds there as well 

as in the time spent in the countryside preparing my land but also traveling to 

italy and taking walks there on the hills as well as going to cloudy austria for a 

conference and observing allot of flying humans with several animals some of them 

scary and a few naked bodies"


